Computer-Robot Teaches

Some students with their student wave of the future.

Engineers Hit By Employer Cutbacks

The descriptions have dropped 6% for bachelor's candidates and 9% for master's, according to the study. The number of students enrolled in computer engineering programs is going up, but it is still a small percentage of the overall enrollment. The study shows that the number of engineers in the United States is still growing. The numbers of engineers in the United States are still growing. The numbers of engineers in the United States are still growing.

Awards For Disabled Students

In accordance with the memorandum for the College of Engineering by the Committee on Higher Education for the Department of Education on February 19, 1975, the nominations for the award of $1,000.00 will be made by the President of the University and the Chairmen of the Department of Engineering.

Burnt Offerings

The new sonnet from "The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie" is the title of the new sonnet from "The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie".

Ring Day
Baruch College Rings

Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 18th and 19th
Student Center Lobby
10:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Choice of all styles, stones, encrustings and firebust.

Yellow and white gold and siladium.

C.U.N.Y. PROGRAM OF STUDY ABROAD
Revised Program Fees for 1975-76

Bologna, Italy
$450.00

Bournemouth, England
$300.00

Heidelberg
$300.00

Kiel, Germany
$450.00
(with intensive language course)

Regular academic year
$600.00

Nancy, France
$750.00

Seville, Spain
$600.00

United Kingdom
$600.00

Program fees for Puerto Rico, Mexico, Siena and the U.S.S.R. will remain the same.

Reduced Cost Flights Available.

Deadlines for all countries, except Siena and U.S.S.R., have been extended until April 15, 1975.

For further information contact:
C.U.N.Y. Program of Study Abroad
CUNY Extension and University Center
33 West 42nd Street, Room 1439
New York, New York 10036
Tel: 212-230-4435
Cinematographically Speaking

The husband has always had a good job of it. Husbands are never bored, said Grace Kelly, a star for 15 years in silent movies - and Tracy Lord has her share of smakness. It has been grace Kelly, who has been in pictures since 1943, and who is also the husband of actor Cary Grant. She says marriage is a bore because he works all day and she has to do all the cooking.

Very slowly the table is turning on the husband's present. The husband's present is important, but not as important as the husband's present. The husband's present is running the entire gamut of emotions. It can lead to joy, if the husband is happy, or to frustration and anger, if the husband is not. It can lead to a happy marriage, if the husband is happy. But if the husband is not, it can lead to a bitter divorce.

I wish I could have some magic powers. I wish I could change the color of the moon into different colors. I wish I could make the stars into colors. I wish I could make the moon into a triangle. I wish I could make the sun into a circle. I wish I could make the earth into a square. I wish I could make the night to fade and the sun to sparkle its light.

I wish I had a friend in the Helpline. Remember our number is 533-7833. You have a problem or just want to rap, the staff consists of twenty volunteers. Each volunteer of the Helpline has been found to have the ability to make a difference. The Helpline is going to function efficiently, with a staff that is confident and dedicated to serving the needs of the community.

I wish the earth would triple in size. I wish the moon were not round, but a triangle. I wish I could fly in outer space and step on every planet. I wish I could ride in a basket and see the stars. I wish I wish the night to fade and the sun to sparkle its light.
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I wish the earth would triple in size. I wish the moon were not round, but a triangle. I wish I could fly in outer space and step on every planet. I wish I could ride in a basket and see the stars. I wish I wish the night to fade and the sun to sparkle its light.

I wish I could have some magic powers. I wish I could change the color of the moon into different colors. I wish I could make the stars into colors. I wish I could make the moon into a triangle. I wish I could make the sun into a circle. I wish I could make the earth into a square. I wish I could make the night to fade and the sun to sparkle its light.
The Ticker Issue:

Student Governments Viewpoint

By Yvonne Shaw

As you should be aware by now there is a controversy over the new Ticker Association. The events leading up to this controversy are as follows.

The Ticker Association is to be composed of six students—elected by the Student Government and five by the student body—and one faculty consultant. The editor-in-chief is selected each semester by the Association. Any student can run for a position on the Association by informing the existing student government at the time of the general election. Part of the controversy, according to Mr. Harry Gibbs, Student Government Vice Chairman for Business, in the negligence of the previous Day Session Student Government; there was from September 3 to September 1974 to see to the Ticker Association vacancies were filled. This week chose Miss Bowker to be the new Editor-in-Chief. This sequence of events might be construed as a violation of the Day Session Student Government Constitution which states that in a general election if less than 30 percent take part, then the president, of the college shall be responsible for carrying out the duties described in this article—Article XV, section 15.2, until such percentage is achieved and until such duly-elected body has established regulations in conformity with the general requirements of this article. Thus, since the previous Government, according to Gibbs, failed to have the Ticker Association appear in the last election, there was no general vote percentage tabulated for the association.

The Student Government has temporarily suspended the charter for the Ticker Association, says Mr. Gibbs, pending the outcome of the new general election that is to take place in the future. It remains to be seen whether this new association will remain for the rest of this semester or temporarily until the results of the new election are known.

JOIN TIKKER

CUNY Program of Study Abroad

Graduate and Undergraduate Programs

1975-76 Academic Year

France

Germany

Ireland

Israel

Italy

Mexico

Puerto Rico

Spain

United Kingdom

USSR

Information meetings held Wednesdays from 3 pm to 5 pm

For further information contact:
CUNY Program of Study Abroad
33 West 42 Street, Room 1439
New York, New York 10036
Tel: No. 790-4418